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Fraternity Installation Dinner
speaker, introduced by Paul McClearly, President of the Fraternity. The eve~ instructor is
an advocate d. positive thinking
in his personal business affairs,
and highlights classes in salesmanship by pointing out that the
educated are people who learn
first, "What Nar do do." "You
are what you think'' he encouraged the audience - "Think big."
Mr. Ackerman's closing called
for challengesfoundin"TenMagic Words." With these, he guar antees success: "Plan, approach,
ask. presentation, answer, close,
belief, awareness, stuey, and
work." Don Ackerman explained

-

that everyone must enjoy his work
and in so doing, make it "play."
Paul Mc Clearly announced
these newly elected officers: Gary
w. Leeper, Treasurer; William
Houser, Secretary; Daniel Glenn,
Vice-President, and yielding the
gavel to the new president, William Falvey, ended a full year
c1 unprecedented growth and activity.
June 6 will be the day Frat
members assemble to layout objectives forthe remainderd.1968
into '69. Discussions are also underway regarding the possible
creation of a new active group.

Don Ackerman

May 18 heralded an installation
dinner-dance fortheBetaChapter
c1 Franklin University's Sigma
Kappa Phi Fraternity.
Fraternity Chaplin Joseph
Nightwine delivered a blessing
to begin evening !lctivities at the
newly constructed HamiltonRoad
~~....IIIIQ IDQ.

Don Ackerman, evening school
instructor at Franklin, (businesman, accountant, and l i c en s e d
real 'estate salesman), was guest

Seminar
Scheduled
A seminar scheduled for Saturday, June 15 at 9:30 a.m. in
room 302 at Franklin University,
will focus attention on theXavier
graduate school for Franklin's
undergraduates.
According to Gene Marshall,
Admissions Officer, the Xavier
graduate prcgram will be discussed byFrederickBein(agraduate
of Xavier and F, U. instructor),
J. Cline and a representative of
the Xavier Graduate School.

Institute Awards
Presented

From left to right - Dan Glenn, William Falvey, William Houser,
and Gary Leeper.

Construction To Begin

An assembly of day students
and staff was held Friday, May
24, at 10:30 a.m., by Dr. Jose.Iii
F. Frasch and Mr. Richard G.
Chilcott, Vice-President of the
Board c1 Trustees, in the YMCA
auditorium.
Mr. Chilcott announced that
"construction will begin on our
new building (new Franklin University building at Grant and
Town streets) in approximately
ten days." He explained that
"the building should be completed in September '69."
When answering a student's
question concerning accreditation, Mr. Chilcott said, "Ac-

creditation looks like four or
five years away. However, we
(the Trustees) believe the new
building is the first step towards
accreditation."
Before Mr. Chilcott arrived at
the assembly, Dr. Frasch reaffirmed the University's attendance policy. -- "The worst can
be expected if a student exc~ds
ten absences for the trimester."
The student is encouraged to report legitimate excuses for absenteeism to the Administration.
Dr. Frasch also reasserted his
belief that "the best way for you
(the student) to help the University is to study hard."

Tuition On
The Rise

Full time staff salaries must be
kept abreast of inflation." In addition, "a long absent and needed
staff pension plan will be started,
using part of the fee increase."
"Theoretically," Dr. Frasch
says, "fees should be raised to
$45 per semester hour. However,
they will be raised to only $22
because we hope to help everyone
and for everyone to help himself," he said.
Gene T. Marshall, Admissions
Officer, says that tuition at
Franklin University will increase
about $60 per year, while other
universities are raising fees as
much as $400 a year.

Thirty-eight foremen of the
Delaware Plant of Ranco were
the recipients of Franklin Management Institute Certificates at
graduation ceremonies in Delaware Tuesday, May 21.
Presenting the awards were
Dr. Joseph Frasch, President
d. Franklin University, and Leslie Berk, Director of the Franklin Management Institute. Berk,
a form e r lawyer, teaching in
special areas of supervision and
Effective September 3,preindlstrial management, named
and presented ~ candidates to vious tuition of $20 will be raised
to $22 per semester hour. ReaDr. Frasch.
Dr. Frasch spoke to the gra- sons for the raise are "inflation,
duating foremen, declaring the salary raises, and a pension
need for continuing one's educa- plan," states Dr. Frasch.
He explains that fees are kept
tion and for the "constantly inquiring mind.,,
low as possible to encourage enThe event marks the end of a rollment. "The University," he
series of five lectures in the says, "is run as inexpensively
fields of human relations and as possible for the student, but
supervision, prepared and de- with the rise of inflation, the University is forced to increase fees.
livered by Mr. Berk.

Ward Relieved Of Duties
May 17, 1968, the position
c1 Admissions Counselor was
"abolished'' at Franklin University.
In a letter signed by President Joseph F. Frasch, sustained
in the authority of a Franklin
University Board of Trustees
decision, Robert Ward was " •••
relieved of all duties and responsibilities to the University."
President F r as ch made no
comment pertaining to the abolishment at. the position. According to Ward, "Nowrittengrrunds
for the dismissal were granted."
No dat.e was given regarding
the time the Board of Trustees
arrived at their decision to abolish the crunselor' s position.
The STUDENT VOICE was not- tion from the Board, the VOICE
ified on May 24 that a statement will _p.iblish their reasons for the
is forthcoming from the Board fl. '' abolishment c1 the positioo c1
Trustees concerning War<ls re- Admissions Counselor at Franklease. Pending further notifica- lin University,"

Ward Letter Controversy
Secrecy and controversy continue to plague a number of
Franklin University people concerned with a letter written by
Robert Ward, a former member
c1 the Administration.
Tuesday, May 14, Robert
Ward, presented a letter
addressed, "to the Editor
of the ALMANAC" to Dr. Joseph
Frasch, and a copy of that letter
to Paul Simpkins, member of the
Basic Journalism c 1ass. The
journalism class is a laboratory
project sponsored by the University, Dean Jauchius, instructor and advisor.
~ichael Beeckman, ALMANAC
Editor said, "Although I have
heard from authoritative sources
that a letter has been circulated
which is addressed to the editor
of the ALMANAC, I have yet to
receive it - I have not received
such a letter, but I would like
to see it."
Simpkins did not deliver the
letter to the editor of the ALMAN AC because, in his words,
"When Ward and I discussed
which of the two newspapers the
letter should go to, we decided
the ALMANAC should get it because the ALMANAC is school
sponsored. We were not sure
the ALMANAC would print it,
so we decided to take it to
J auchius because he does have
the imal say-so as the what goes
in and what does not."
"Jauchius would not print the
letter," according to Simpkins,
"so I withdrew it and took it to
the VOICE."
Simpkins said the re a s on s
"Jauchius would not print the
letter" concerned getting the ALMAN AC involved in a controversy of ·an ethic al character.
SimJi<ins specified that J auchius
told the journalism class that he
(Jauchius) would print the letter
in a privately owned newspaper,
if it were his own. Simpkins
did not recall any other reasons given -- but when asked
what prompted doubt as to whether or not Jauchius would print
the letter -- said, recalling the
irrst day in class, that Jauchius
requested caution in procurring
the news. "That is why Wardand
I thought it would be best to take
the letter to him - to avoid
trouble."
When asked about the significance of "school sponsorship''
as it relates to the decision to
give the letter to the ALMANAC
Simpkins replied, "We thought it
would be better because the letter

would have more influence."
Jauchius told the VOICEbereceived, "a copy of a letter allegedly written by Robert Ward."
Jauchius noted that the copy he
received, "was an apparent facsimile - it could have been signed by anyone." He added, "On
two separate occasions I tried to
reach the person whose signature appeared on the letter and
on neither occasion could I get
a hold of thh, person. T'1e letter
was given to me by a student; I
assumed the editor bf the ALMANAC would receive the original in due time. The same day
(Tuesday) I received two other
reproductions like the irrst copy
I received, and on the following
morning a fourth facsimile."
J auchius declared that although
the editor of the ALMANAC "dee ides what goes in the ALMANAC," he did not, "as of this
time, know whether or not Beeckman had received the original."
David Schaefer, VOICE Editor
was contacted by Ward Monday,
May 13 and asked by Ward if
the STUDENT VOICE wouldprint
the letter if refused by the ALMANAC. According to Schaefer,
"It was with that understanding,
that Simpkins gave the letter to
the VOICE the next day - after
it was refused."
Schaefer reiterated VOICE
policy in his discussioo with Robert Ward that Monday. He told
Ward, "If the ALMANAC will
not print the letter, the STUDENT
VOICE will. VOICE policy permits us to print the views of
individuals concerned with the
University."
Ward, commenting on the circumstances surrounding the letter, said this in part: "Since
September of 1967, I have been
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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"It seems they avoid frank
and open discussion," acco~

lews in Briel
HUNTING!
It's Probable
We'll Make the Improbable Job
Probable

Spring
Primaries

Dr. Joseph Blair

Spring primaries have been as
i;nzzling to the average voter as
they have to the professional
Matching outstanding or unusual tal•
politicians and political scientents ... even Roman gladiators ...
with just-right positions is the nationists.
For instance - Kennedy's Inwide specialty of the Dunhill "Re•
diana victory, with 42% of the
cruiter Computer." Our computer is
devoted entirely to presenting the
Democratic vote left room for
talents, needs, and experience of peo·
considerable speculation, but with
pie like you to top-rated firms looking
52% in Nebraska, a conservative
for key personnel. Using the "Refarm state, the Senator shows
cruiter Computer", more firms will
promise. McCarthy too, inknow about you in a single day than
creased his share of Nebraskan
you could contact in a month
votes. but unlike Kennedy he did
or even two.
not require these votes to sta.v in
See the Man at Dunhill
the race. Had Kenneey shown a
loss in either state, he might have
been eliminated earJy in the
game.
McCarthy, the apparent Demo1
A NATIONAL COMPUTERIZED
cratic underdog made a decent
PERSONNEL SERVICE
showing, but Kennedy's wins are
not so simply evaluated.
On the other side, Nixon continues to run well ahead in the
primaries, but withoutopposition
Franklin is a good school -- but oo the ballot, his position is
without accreditation -- it's a equally difficult to determine with
matter of Degree.
any accuracy.
Reagan, who surprised mamwith his 23% vote in Nebraska,
continues to flame his presidential non-candidacy; with a
possible vice-presidential slot on
either the Rockefeller or Nixon
ticket - who can sav.
The Rei;nblican vote <i. Nixon
Roast Beef Sandwiches
alone totaled more than all the
Democratic votes and seems to
Bar B-O Dinners
indicate Nebraska will remain in
the Rei;nblican column this fall.
In Ohio, John Gilligan, the
FREE ENTERTAINMENT
David who slew the Goliath ci.
[Fri. & Sat. night only]
Buckeye state politics, Senator
Lausche, was notexpectedtowin.
,
near 0.S.U.
His personal bearing, organization and Democratic indignatioo
FREE Soft Drink
·····
with Laucshe' s Republican rec ord may have been responsible
With This Ad
for that victory. A perennial
1570 N. High St.
A Great Place
favorite of Rei;nblican voters,
Laucshe has not been poi;nlar
CARRY OUT
291-94:3
to bring a Date
with members of the Democratic
Party, whose label he carries.
for Less than $3.00.
His Rei;nblican philosophy on a
······························:
•
•
Democratic ticket was an un••
beatable formula - except in a
1538 N. High
•:•
Here Come The Judge!
:
primary where only Democrats
••
294-2800
••
vote. Confronted with almost in•
•
•
•.............................
vinceable odds, Gilligan's win
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to J auchius. In that respect, "this
does not seem to be brought
on by administrative pressure."

was impressive. Had nottheSenator failed to keep touch with the
rank and file back home, state
support would have been to no
avaiL
A well-known Ohio politician,
Robert Taft, Jr. decided not to
run this year because ofthe Laucshe "invincebility myth." Taft
might have become another
"giant" of Ohio politics.
Political cross-winds continue
to blow puzzling currents, but
until the November ballots are
counted, who can sa.v.

JaucliiusOn
U. Politics
Dean Jauchius, commenting on
the political process, told this
reporter that the faculty "has
got to participate in a University."
"It's a question of communication, with the administrati~n," sa.vs Jauchius. Regarding
student oriented, or administration oriented grievances, "The
faculty member of a particular
curriculum changes his own course to suit the needs of the
student."
"Students ought to understand," Jauchius supposes, "that
if there is a question regarding
a course of study, it ought to be
brought up in the classroom. Why
go outside the classroom? When
a student brings up a relevant
question. it is incumbant upoo
the professor to investigate and
articulate an answer if he does
not know the answer immediately. The charge that there is a
break-down in communication is
valid if that is where it is, but
this requires a specific citation
ci. actual circumstances involving the break-down."
"Instructors must presumably
operate upon empirical data. For
anyone to make a charge without specific data, it is an abrogation of an instructors duty
to empirical analysis. This applies in tl:le case of an instructor
as well as a student."
Jauchius added that the first
responsibility of an instructor is
to his students, not the administration or to other instructors.
In order to fulfill that obligation, Jauchius feels that an instructor must continually seek
new information and revision of
outmoded courses or procedures.
He pointed out that the faculty
c1 Franklin University is frefrequently queried for suggestions and possible changes that
would benefit students.
Jauchius also suggested that
one thing making communication
difficult at Franklin University
is the lack of open discussion
amo the faculty members.

l:point
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VIEWPOINT

-

VIEWPOINT
Carl Beck

Viewpoint is the view of a
Franklin student. This will be
a regular column written by the
Public Relations Director of the
STUDENT VOICE. The impose
of this column will be to discuss some of the problems facing our Universicy, as seen by
the student.
I would not have you believe
that these are the views of all
the students, nor even most of
the students at all times. Rather
it is my intent only to raise
questions about our college which
the student can consider and then
respond to. This resPonse can
take the form of a letter to the
Editor or I hope letters to me.
First I would like to make
my position clear. I like it here.
I feel that Franklin is in many
ways an outstanding college.
Franklin has the Potential to be
an even better Universily. Any
criticism I may offer is intended
to be constructive in nature. I
do not consider myself to be an
"angry young rebel" by aey
means.
The University needs the Student's Ideas. Much has been said
about the apparent lack of interest shown by the student lxllV
and faculty in the University, Thia
is not hard to understand when
orie considers the status or tbe
student within the institutioo. The
student is considered ~ the adminstration to be "a child," 111d
thus, "lacking the intellecttomderstand the operations or aadl
a complex business."
This attitude is n
tbelacltff!
the administration to the studeri.
It is further refiected in the fact
that the student has no voice.,
nor representation intbefonmll
of rules and policy that pa
his academic life. To l,l'dell
this college to be democratic II
ridiculous.
I would not wish the studa
to control the college. However,
if they are not given some direct representation on the P·
erning body, the students can rd
expect the administration to give
them the consideration they deserve.
At one time the students or
Franklin elected the goverq
body of the University. This type
of representive democracy must
be regained. Only then will the
administration be accountable f<r
its actions, or lack of actioo.
Only then will the students become interested in aIXI iroud
of their 1Jniversicy.

Everything m Sports and
Compact Car Accessoilas
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To DECIDE WHAT is to be done; totell somebody to do it;-To LISTEN to reasons WHY it should N<JI' be done; why it
should be done by someboey else; or why it should be done in
a different way.
To FOLLOW UP to see if the thing has been done; to discover that it has not been done.
To inquire WHY it has NOT been done; LISTEN TO EXCUSES from the person who should have done it and did not
do it.
To FOLLOW UP a seccnd time to see if the thing has been
4one, to discover it has been done, but done incorrectly.
To POINT our HOW it should have been done; to conclude
·that as long as it has been done it may as well be left as it is,
even though it is not right.
To consider how much simpler and better the thing would
have been done if he had done it IDMSELF in the first place.
To reflect sadly that if he had done it himself he would
have been able to do it right in twenty minutes.
But as things turned out he himself spent two days trying
to find out why it was that it had taken someboey else three
weeks to do it wrong.
But to do it himself would strike at the very foundation of
the belief THAT AN EXECUfIVE HAS NOTIDNG TO DO WITH
DOING!
Adapted From
F.F. Beirne
in Advertising Age

Down With
Dreams
-

Paul Simpk ins

Dr. Samuel Johnson once said:
"The use of travelling is to
r egulate imagination by reality,
and, instead of thinking how things
may be, to see them as they
are."
We agree, As college students
we should not look out of rosecolored glasses. We may hope
to Mlfil our ~ams someday,
but without actions they will never
materialize, They become fantasies.
Sure, you can say the late Dr.
Martin Luther King had a dream.
But his dream motivated action
-- it was a happening, He made
an attempt to bring his black
others together with his white

brothers. And to an extent he
was accomplishing ths, His
dream was materializing. It was
not a fantasy.
On the other hand, take the
ave r age college student who
dreams. He dreams of someday
becoming an accomplished businessman with wealth and power.
Why, wometimes he dreams of
this so much that he disrupts
class -- by snoring! Here there
is no motivation. The student
expects something for nothing.
This is why dreams should be
banned. Without motivation or
action we clutter our minds with
fantasies, Put these fantasies
into enough people's minds and
you'll find a world full of "lunies" exploring the realm of nothingness.
The solution? Well, if we want
to dream let's save it for bedtime, Not in the classroom, nor
in the automobile. It's much too
dangerous, If we want to accomplish something -- do it.
Don't sit around on your rump
hoping for it to happen, If you
ever get stuck, try, try again,
and remember what Rodgers and
Hammerstein so appropriately
put to music: "Climb every
mountain, ford ever y stream,
follow every rainbow, then you'll
find your dream."

Engagements
and
Weddings
David Joel Yerke, a senior at
Franklin University, is engaged
to Miss Sue Emma Hoffman.
Miss Hoffman is a student at Ohio
State University, The bridegroom-to-be is a graduate of
Admiral Farragut Academy in st.
Petersburg, Florida and is associated with the Ohio National
Bank, The wedding will be an
event of September 21,

John D, Goodin, a Franklin
University graduate, took Miss
Sally Lee Sprouse as his bride
Saturday, May 18, The bride
graduated from West High School
and is employed by E, Dean
Potts, Realtor. Mr. Goodin is
employed by F. & R, Lazarus
Co,
0, Douglas Longerbone, a student at Franklin University, and
Miss Laura Lee Kadlec exchanged marriage vows April 13, The
bride is a graduage of Whetstone
High School and NationwidR.
Beauty School. She is employed
in the beauty salon of The Union
downtown. Mr. Longer bone is a
graduate of West High School,
and is employed by the Barnaby
Chaney Co,
Miss Lee Anne Michel became
the bride of James J, Belt on
May 18, Mis Michel - is a student at Franklin University and
is employed by the Ohio Bell
Telephone Co. Her husband, also
a student at Franklin is associated with American Standard,
Mr, and Mrs. Richard J, Dandalides were married June 1,
Mr. Dandalides graduated from
Cambridge High and attended Ohio
state University. He graduated
from Franklin University, where
he was managing editor of the
university newspaper, "The student Voice," His wife, the former Miss Pamala Kay Frazzoni,
graduated from Cambridge High
School and attended Columbus
Business University. She is employed by the Ohio state University library.

Ward Letter, cont'd
trying to get Dr, Frasch to provide me with an opportunity to
talk with the Board of Trustees
of Franklin. I felt that I deserved due consideration ••• and when
I asked for a hearing before the
Board, and submitted a copy of
that request to Dr, Frasch, I
received one letter from a Board
member representing himself,
not the Board."

.--------The President's l i s t - - - - - - -..
Spring Trimester 1968
Full Time Gen. College
Ault, Dan
Bishop, Gary

Burleson, Thomas
Cartwright, Harold, Jr.
Chapman, Richard
Dotson, James
Durst, Denver
Evans, Wallace
Fairchild, William
Falvey, Billy
Ford, Elmer
Garringer, Ralph

Blazar, Lawrence
Bucher, Stewart
Clark, John
Cowne, Gary

Fields, Gerald
Friend, Robert
Gaddis, Bruce

Gautier, William
Handwerk, Stephen
Heil, Charlotte

Ward said that he tried a number of times to talk with the

Board, each time through authorized channels of the Administration ... "I felt I was being
stalled,"
According to Ward, the letter
he submitted, "To the Editor
of the ALMANAC," and then to
the VOICE, calling for revisions
in Administrative procedures and
certain policies, is merely, "a
statement ofmypersonal views,"

There's no place quite like the
Christopher! Great spot for
fraternity or sorority dances
and dinn\lrs ( any size group
from 15 to 300). A truly luxurious place for · week-imd'ing
parents. (You and your. date
will want to join Mom and Dad
for a relaxing interlud9 }'Viti}
the Bob Allen Trio in the Pool
Lounge.) Drop 'round any time
••. ~ee what living's really like
at the Christopher, the Inn f.or
all Hours,

THE
CHRISTOPHER INN
soo e, a~ad StrMt

•

228-3541

Full Time
Tech. Institute
Fankhauser, Gerald
Kirkwood, Hugh E. DI
Law, Wesley

Glenn. DanllY

Hill, Robert
Holdren, Gary
Holley, Virgil
Hoppe, LeRoy
Kendall, Bruce
Landaker, James
McCartney, Lawrence, Jr.
McClary, Paul
McLaughlin, Wayne
Maggard, Carl
Mullaney, Henry
Newman, Patricia
Nolte, George
Peterson, Mary
Polovick, John
Potts, John
Rhoades, Pamela
~oke, Peggie

Helms, James
Henson, Wayne

"The letter suggested," according to Ward, "in essence
I have no rights , • , and should
take my problems to the President,"

Thomas, George
Whitacre, David
White, Jean
Willits, Michael
Wilson, Diane
Wisvari, Charles

HoCfine, Charles
Lannan, Michael

Londergan, Gary
Miller, Donald

Mlller, James
Palmer, Kenneth
Shafer, Glenn
Smith, Bruce
Stephens, Wllliam
Topy, stanley
Wulchner. Jolm

Part Time Gen. College
Anderson, Russell
Beckman, Edwin
Billman, Donald

Part Time
Tech. Institute
DeLong, Walter
Gifford, Leroy
Dever, Richard
Graessle, Rudolf
Heine, Robert
Hoelscher, Carl
Kesterson, Albert
Piccirillo, David
Scharte, Rudoll
Sheeler, James
Smith, Robert
Thacker, William, Jr.
Wireman, Alonzo

Fabulous selection of Earrings Posters - Buttons - Flowers - Incense - Sealing wax - Indian Bedspreads - Fishnets - Baskets - great
Cards -

Mon. thru Thurs. till 8:00
Fri. & Sat. till 6:00
Sun. 1 to 5
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1958 N. High
at 18th opposite OSU

"Give us clear vision, that we
may know where to stand and what
to stand for -- because unless we
stand for something, we shall
fall for anything,"
-The late Rev. Peter Marshall
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In Defense
The FSA

Negro Demands
AtOSU

EDITORIALS

D.M.H.

A WTVN Editorial
May 15, 1968

Pervasive Apathy
Existent
Incredible things are happening at Franklin University. Unfortunately, they may involve questionable ethical or moral
practices. In particular, the abolishment of Robert Ward's
position as Admissions Counselor. It exemplifies just how
authoritarian and autocratic an administration can become.
The students of Franklin University know Mr. Ward as an
individual concerned with student problems, their quality of
education, and the University's lack of accreditation. Cognisant
d: the fact that Franklin must improve its quality of education
and its facilities as a prerequisite to accreditation, Mr. Ward
has made numerous attempts in this directioo. Most such attem.i;ts have been thwarted, ignored, or discouraged by the
University Administration.
Finally, out of desperation and frustration, Mr. Ward wrote
a letter that he hoped would be published in an official University publication so that he might elicit a positive response
from the Faculty and Administration. It was a letter of con·structive criticism, designed to be forceful enoogh and truthful enough to penetrate the pervasive apathy existent among
some d: the Faculty members and Administration. The University journal refused to publish the letter.
A few days later, Mr. Ward was notified of his dismissal from
the faculty of Franklin University. (There may not be a direct
correlation with Mr. Ward's letter). Upon receiving his dismissal notice from Dr. Joseph F. Frasch, President of Franklin University, Mr. Ward inquired as to the reason for his dismissal. Dr. Frasch refused to answer this question. It is not
lmown why Dr. Frasch refused to answer. But, it seems most
incredible that Mr. Ward was refused an explanation for his
dismissal; that he was not presented with an opportunity to
defend himself.
At most colleges and universities this procedure would have
been highly irregular, if not impossible. A more orthodox
procedure might have involved a formal statement of charges
(rather specific), allo~ Mr. Ward adequate time to prepare
an answer to accusatioos and present it before an open hearing
a. a joint Administration-Faculty (andstudent)committee. This
is the democratic and just way.
To deny Mr. Ward this basic democratic tradition is to deny
this country's heritage and the principals and beliefs that distinguish this country from countries that are ruled by totalitarian methods.
The consequences a. this particular act can have numerous
ramifications. If left uncorrected, the situation may discourage
others at Franklin from attem.i;ting to improve the University.
It follows that suppression of controversy limits the development
of the intellect, represses creative thought, and creates an
atmosphere where the true meaning of higher education can
hardly be realized. Surely the Faculty and students must understand this.
If general apathy in regard to this incident prevails, the future
of Franklin University looks rather dim. Faculty and students
alike, will have accepted a volunteered constrictioo not conducive to individual or academic aspirations.
. ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ David R. Schaefer _ __.

In contrast to normal editorial policy the following are direct
reproductions. The STUDENT VOICE: believes that these articles,
from the March 11, 1968, issue of THE CHRONICLE OF HIGHER
EDUCATION, and the WTVN Editorial, aired May 15 have a direct
bearing on Franklin University's present situation. Purpose: To
inform the administration, and help the students (and faculty) realize their potential in the formation of university policy, and the
responsibilities a university must encompass today andinthe future.

A Student Role In Policy
Urged As 'Investment'

Legal authorities, University
officials, and the taxpayers are
all concerned about the recent
take over of the Ohio State
Administration Building by members of the Black student Union.
This is as it should be, for the
incident has wide ranging implications. But in all the reports of the incident, little has
been said about why the take
over occurred.
The black students have been
seeking some Negro history courses. They want the University to
assure them that they can live
_in off-campus housing. The black
students want more Negro faculty members, and an Assistant
Dean to deal with the special
problems of all minority students.

These are not unreasonable
requests. Top University officials
point out that these, and other
similar actions, have been in
the discussion stage for some
time. But, as the academic discussions at the administrative
level continue from month to
month, the students become more
and more frustrated. Youth, no
matter what color, is impatient.
This in no way implies that
the students should run the University. It does mean, however,
that institutions of higher learning should be in the forefrontascertaining the dynamic changes
occurring in the nation. If the University falters in its responsibilities, it will do harm to its
future and that of the nation as
well.

Anatomy
Of Anarchy
On March 23, 1775, the Virginia Provincial Conventioo was
not assembled for preparation of
a revolution; Patrick Henry addressed the assembly and clearly defined the rationale, and the
direction the American experiment was to take.
He stipulated aspects of his
convictions, which soon became
the convictions of the builders
of the American Republic.
Henry spoke not of insurrectioo, but of re-direction in the
art of self-government.
"We are not weak, if we make
proper use of those forces which
the God of nature hath placed in
our power • • ." said Henry.
Natura 1 law had practical
meaning for those born to the
Protestant ethic. Nature, though
philosophically nebulous was the
domain of man. According to the
Word as outlined in the Holy
Gospel, man was given dominion
over the earth, and "all that
creepeth therein." Man is meant
to preside over the things d: the
earth.
Henry noted, "There is a just
God who presides over the destinies a. nations, and who will
raise up friends to fight our battles for us. The battle Sir, is not
to the strong alone; it is to the
vigilant, the active, the brave...
There is no retreat but in submission and slavery!"

Most of us know therestofthat
i mm or ta 1 pronouncement. The
point is clear, Patrick Henry
spoke not of revolution for the
sake m revolution, not a. liberty
for the sake of liberty, not of
God for the sake of ideas, nor
of charges for the sake of change.
He spd{e d: honor among men
who could live as only men are

-

D.M. Hutchison

meant to live - honorably, in
freedom.
Anarchy is a form a. non-government, chaos, a vacuum and
without virtue. Is there any who
can demonstrate the purpose of
a social system lacking order?
It is doubtful that such a system
exists for long. Does history suggest that anarchy, or chaotic governmental forms have permanence? It seems true, that where
the direction a. human events
deviates from guidelines of experience, the trigger of self destruction has been set.
In the Declaration of Independence, July 4, 1776, the unanimous decision among representatives of the thirteen colonies
was stated thus: " When... it becomes necessary for one people
to disolve the political bands
which have connected them with
an<ther, and to assume among
the Powers of the earth, the
separate and equal station to
which the laws of nature and the
laws of God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions m
mankind re q u ire s that they
should declare the causes which
impel them to the separation. •• "
Traditionally, America has avoided catastrophe by rec~izing
that we are not a people governed by men, but by laws, the essence of racial experience Wlder
God.
It is futile to argue the social
value a. religions, or the exigencies of a "possible" Creator; history is clutteredwiththe
remnents a. great and powerful nations; yet she too is permissive and allows little men to
temporarily usurp the Laws of
God when great men abdicate
their responsibility of leadership.

- Malcolm G. Scully

"Student participation in educational policy formation is a
long-range investment in more
efficient and higher quality education," according to Philip R.
We rd e 11, a consultant to the
American Council on Education.
Mr. Werdell told a group of
junior college administrators at
a meeting of the American Association of Junior Colleges that
they ought to think of student
participation in policy-making.
Student participation "should
be undertaken on a grand scale,
not with the expectation of reaping immediate gains, but rather
with an eye to long-range institutional self-renewal and
growth," said Mr. Werdell, former director of programming for
the National student Association.
He noted that students are
willing to work as volunteers,
and usually are better able than
administrators to enlist other

students in voluntary discussions, programs, or experiments.
And, he said, student participation could be especially rewarding in junior college because students in the first two
years of college are generally
more eager to attack the issues
of educational reform.
"It a climate of openness and
trust is fostered, and is effective channels are open to the students, they can ask critically
imp or tan t questions of relevance," Mr. Werdell said. He
added, "If colleges and universities do not address themselves to the needs and problems of their students, they
are fooling themselves. Without candor about the relevance of
cirricular and extracirricular
programs, efforts to promote
intellectual and personal development are quite significantly
missing the mark."
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There is nothing so aggravating to the student who seeks to
improve his university as clinches of contempt and emptiness
that come from many of our colleagues,
The now defunct Franklin Student Association was a controversial subject, not for the performance of its originators, nor
for the stated purpose of its
existence - "To improve the University."
In all fairness, it must be
pointed out that . the Franklin
student Association was an object of considerable speculation
and little participation.
Among the initial resolutions
of its founders, one may find
such simplified propositions as
a Dean's list, a student newspaper, an honor roll; such heresy!
Granted, that as a newly formed organization with little or
no support, it floundered and
deviated from expectations.
To avoid the politics of the
void, I have an alternative program for students who wish to
participate il1 the making oftheir
education.
• Think positively - study.
• Respond intelligently - do not
simply REACT
• Go to the properly authorized
officials of Franklin University with your questions don't knock it until you've
tried it.
lncidently, if you have an opportunity to speak with one ofthe
founders of the Franklin Student
Association, namely Rod Hoag,
ask him how it is possible that
a newspaper such as the STUDENT VOICE ever got started.

'Who's Next?'
- Asks Faculty Member
D .M.H .

May 21, it was learned by this
reporter that Robert Ward, Admissions Counselor at Franklin was "dismissed," according
to a faculty member of the Technical Institute.
On May 20, Ward, in passing
mentioned, "I may not be back
tomorrow," Ward's statement
was made in context pertaining
to a letter he had written outlinging the "need for certain
changes."
According to Larry Loveland,
math instructor of the Technical
Institute, "No written grounds
for the dismissal were awarded
Bob,"
Loveland also related the following:
"On May 16 a meeting of
the technical institute faculty was
called together at 1:45 p.m. Dr.
Frasch, at one point in the meeting said if he were running this
university the way he would like
to, he would not read letters like
the one Ward wrote. When I
asked him what he meant, he
said, ' I meant I would fire Bob
Ward'. I asked him why he didn't
fire Bob Ward. Frasch said he' d
discuss this with me inprivate."
According to Loveland, Dr.
Frasch told the faculty members at the meeting of May 16
that "If you don't like teaching
in an unaccredited university, I
will gladly terminate your cmtract."
Loveland specualted, "We definitely need contracts, tenure a.11d
salary structures •••We've talked
about salaries - the Administration does not want a salary
structure."

Mr. Loveland's question was
answered May 29, when he was
dismissed from the University.
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IT'S A MATTER OF

OPINION

LETTERS TO THE VOICE:
Ward Situation Perplexing

Council Proposal

The situatim surroon~ the recent abolishment ri. the positim ri. Admissims Counselor
at Franklin University certainly is perplexing.
Indications are that there is more to this timely
decision of the Board of Trustees than meets the
eye. For this reasm I have dooe some investigat~ ri. this matter but, due to a general "no
comment'' attitude on the part ri. the Administration and the Board, I have not been able to decem
the reasons for abolishing what I consider an important office at the University. Therefore, I call
upon the well-informed members ri. the VOICE
to answer some of the questims that perplex me.
Although Dr. Frasch has informed me that no
ooe will be hired to take Mr. Ward's place, I
wonder who will now perform the duties that
Mr. Ward executed so well? What man, presently
employed at Franklin, is n<t now so busy that he
can assume the duties of (at least) two men?
It has been rumored that the basis for the
Board's decision was to "get rid'' of Mr. Ward
because of his most recent (and past) questim~ of University policy and procedure. This
rumor has been strengthened by the prevailing
"no comment'' attitude of University Officials.
Can YOO (Mr. Editor) shed any light OD the validity ri. this rumor?
Mr. Ward has suggested that the University
fails to evaluate its own effectiveness in accomplishing its goals; that the administratioo of
Fradtlin is autocratic; that "professionalism and
academic freedom" are surpressed at Franklin;
and that he (ie., Mr. Ward) has been refused an
q>portunity c1 discussing these assertions with
the Board of Trustees. Based oo your own observations (Mr. Editor) can you either substantiate
or negate any of these assertions?
If these questions are answerable, it is the
responsibility c1 the VOICE to ,PJblish these
answers. I amdoosly await.your reply. Thankyou.
Richard Dandalides
Alumnus

Progress is fostered by innovation and innovation is fostered by a free exchange of views.
Progress at Franklin is painfully slow,part]ybecause a free exchange of ideas among Franklin
people has been sadly lacking. Although our Administration keeps its door open to anyone with
suggestions, this method of collecting ideas is inefficient and inadequate.
Therefore, in the interest of progress at
Franklin, I suggest that we form a Franklin University Council. The Council should consist of
three students elected by the student body, three
faculty members elected by the faculty, the Dean
of the General College (or a temporary substitute elected by the faculty), the Dean ofthe Technical Institute, and the President of the University.
The Council should meet once a month, or
more frequently if desired, and all university
policy should be determinded by a majority
vote of the Council. In addition, open-doqr meetings between the Council and the Board of Trustees should be held whenever the Council or Board
desires.
Details of the Council are on paper. Whether
we act to form the Council is up to you. Do you
want it!
Place your response in my mail box, or send it
to the VOICE if you want it published.

(EDITOR'S N<JrE: At this time we do not know
who will assume Mr. Ward's wties c1 coonseling
stu<llnts. Mr. Ward was the most educatimal]y
(11alified member c1 the Unhersity Coonseling
st.aa--.ho bas a Masters Illgree in Coonseling
and Guidance (Kent state University), and postgraduate work also in this area l e ~ to his
Ph.U (Ohio state University).
We are aware c1 the rumor you speak ri. but
have foond no substantial evidence to either
SUWort or negate its validity.
Mr. Ward's assertions would require a great
deal of research and explanation for an adequate
discussion. And on the matter of Mr. Ward being
refused a mee~ with the Board, I can oo]y
mentim that the VOICE has also found Board
meetings inaccessable in the past.)

Student Rights Legally Defined
The "rights of students" are rights no more
special than rights of parents, faculty, or members of society in the large. Rights outside the
law do not exist for anyone.
Attitudes are under construction which will,
in due time, requre new disciplines and a new
schedule of the learning process among college
students. Involved students are busy students amazingly unmoved by the pleas of radical students
determined to press for new political awareness
among other students. This does not signify apathy
oo the part of diligent students; the reverse
seems to apply in the majority of universities
across the nation.
Militant college men have detained their administrators, they have attempted to bash the
heads of campus police, and they have destroyed
~blic property. This has been inflicted upon the
establishment which seeks to improve their lives
via the academic approach.
Research centers deny having discovered satisfactory explanations for the immature and outlandish conduct of students on American campuses.
Similar unacceptable conduct of student clashes
with the establishment have been recorded in most
of the world's learning centers.
Administrators responsible for the operation
ri. the "plant" have for years managed to develop
the thirst for knowledge in student novitiates
of Europe and in other alien areas. America now
faces the task of maintaining order while insisting
upon a fair appraisal of demands placed before
the senior directors of its academies.
Demands for contrac.-iptive information stretch
the patience of mature directors as such demands
are calculated to do. Demands for the "ousting"
of capable instructors and administrators cannot
be granted on a legal or social basis. The old
trick of issuing "immediate demands" is not
related to the welfare of either student or society;
it is a political chicane originated by hypocrites.
A Concerned Parent

(Note: Page four)

L. W~ Loveland
Faculty Member
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The opinions below are in response to the article "To Denounce
Ourselves Is to Degrade Ourselves" (by LaQuita Henry, O.S. U.
student) in last month's Ir's A MATTER OF OPINION.

Some Of

My Best Friends Are...
Diane Threet
Lake Erie College

Maybe Pm unusual. Pve lived
in the South all my life, and rve
attended both segregated and integrated schools. rve known all
kinds of people, but I doo't consider myself cne c1 the "oppressed Blacks."
Sure, there are problems in
race relations, but a surge ci.
reverse racism won't help. Giving a person a position because
he is a Negro is no better than
denying him the position because
he is a Negro. There are people
who won't accept Negroes because c1 the color ci. our skins,

but there will always be these
people. If there is any fighting
to be done, it should be done to
qien up equal opportunities in
education and jobs, not in trying
to change the scopes ri. peoples'
wtlooks.
I don't think of myself as a
Negro oot to fight the White
man. I think of myself as almman
being, oot to make the best for
myself. I accept all people for
what they are, and not for the
color ri. their skin. Some c1
my best friends are ••• people!

'You And I'
Rosie Herbert
Lake Erie College

Support For OPINION
As an Ohio state University student, I was very
pleased to see the addition of the column, IT'S A
MATTER OF OPINION in the May issue of .the
VOICE. It was refreshing to read a forcefully
expressed dissertation on a problem outside the
realm of Franklin University. This shows that
the VOICE is looking toward the future. It is
allowing, and even encouraging, the students of
Franklin and all other colleges to express whatever opinions they have on any important topic.
I hope Franklin students will support this new
column. As a regular reader oftheOHIO STATE
LANTERN I -have observed that such articles
serve as a valuable form of communication between
students.
B. A. Odgers
O.S.U. student

I must be one ri.those '' Whites''
who call themselves responsible
and not-prejudiced, but who cannot listen to the IL Rap Browns
who spend their lives screaming
for action. Nor do I advocate that
"ever-meeting conference table"
for action.
Group titles like "Blacks'' and
"Whites" serve oo]y to separate
and catagorize people. Those who
support "Black Power" or
"White.Supremacy'' are on]yreinfotcing the division. They will
help to perpetuate the awful, selffn)fil)i~ prophecy ri. racism and
the "great catastropie'' that

seems to be the oo]y answer for
some. It's up to all people, no
preference or prejudice, to do
what they know is right and stop
talking about the issue. R e ~
Ebooy editorials is not the answer either!
This year rve had the experience ri. I i ~ with a Negro
girl at school. I could say rve
learned a lot about racial differences that may enable me to
enliglten others, etc., but I have
not. I have found, simply, that
there are no problems with racial
differences whenpeopletry"we"
instead c1 "you and L"

WILL YOU BE ONE
Prepare For The Future

OF ONLY A HUNDRED YOUR AGE

After we receive our degrees from Franklin
University, we will apply to life what we have
learned and experienced in this institution. But
what have we really learned about Business?
Each of us attend school each morning and leave
at approximately 12:00 a.m. like machines that
never stop running. I was such a machine until I
started working on the STUDENT VOICE: newspaper. Here I learned about business procedures,
and how a small corporation can grow from
nothing to the greatest newspaper Franklin U. has
ever had. By applying what I have learned in my
rosiness class to my job on the VOICE, I have
gained inore knowledge about my field and also
experienced the thrill of being a member of an
ambitious staff, each member with arealpurpose
in life.
.Your success and your personal achievements
depend on what you have learned and how you
apply the knowledge. By working on such a newspaper, you will contribute your talents and likewise you will benefit from the experience.

TO SOMEDAY BECOME
FINANCIALLY INDEPENDENT?
AS A UNIVERSITY GRAD
YOU WILL EARN A FORTUNE.
PAY YOURSELF FIRST.

Call: Cl.ark Smith

Tom Henrich, Jr.
Walter Cook

Greg H. Hill

Life Insurance Planning

student

5 North Broadleigh Road
237-8629

Feminine Touch Needed
For the purpose c1 readingpleasurelthinkyour
intellectual monthly newspaper should feature the
girl of the month. With photography and prose.
This feature would be highly read.
Being a downtown university, Franklin should
promote better relations with the young ladies who
work downtown. Further, the first step toward
fostering young executives to their high positions is
to teach them to select their secretaries in this
sophisticated manner.
Ralph Borinski (pen name)
student

•······························································
Good Only On Sunday, Wednesday And Thursday

FREE PASS
to the

..••

SUG~R SH~Cll

..
THE MIDWEST HOUSE OF SOUL
The Greatest Bands In The Country
.:: DANCINGFeaturing
AND LIVE ENTERTAINMENT 7 NIGHTS A WEEK
.
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The Dean's List

- Spring Trimester 1968

MOVIN' SCENE

Full Time Gen. College
Agriesti, Michael
Adams, Danny
Adler, Gary
Albertson, Robert
Amburgey, John

Curry, Wilbur
Danhauer, Jeff
Davis, John

Harris, Stanley
Harrison, Joseph
Herbst, George
Hill, James w.
Holloway, Jacque
Holmes, Robert
Holsinger, Howard
Hostettler, Alexander
Huard, Nicholas
.Jacobs, Lewis
Jeffries, Anthony
Jennings, Jrs., James
Kelly, Bruce
Kelly, Michael
Kennedy, Joseph
Kennedy, Richard
Kenney, Thomas
Kirkland, John
Kuhns, Max
Law, Curtis
Lewis, Edwin
Linstedt, David
Lisk, Gary
Loos, Gary
McGreevey, James
McMeans, Jr. Howard
Mackenson, David
Macklin, George
Marshall, Roland

Dawson, Rd.ward

Martin, Ruth

Da,y, Larry
Delcol, Anthony
Dixon, Donald
Doan, Thomas

Masser, Jerry
Mattqly, Harold
MeWe, Alan
Miller, Robert
Miller, Timothy
Miller, Wayne
Mllhone, Floyd
Moore, Thomas
Moore, Wilbur
Mrowiec, Martin
Neil,James
Neuburger, Craig
O"Brlen, Raymond
Perry, John
Peters, Robert
Phillips, Gall
Porter, Richard
Prater, Michael
Reed, Wllliam
Hoache, Ronald
Rossetti, Patrick

Bakenhester, Jack

Berger, Michael

Berlin, Jeffrey
Bernhard, Carl
Bloomfield, Donald
Bornstein, Richard
Bowsher, Robert
Brandon, Craig
Brigner, Jerry
Brown, James, Jr.
Buckner m, Benjamin
Burke, David
Case, Thomas
Casey, Paul

Casimir, Peter
Casserly, James
Chal(ant, Zane

Cheney, Jack
Clifford, Peter
Cotton, Charletta
Cummings, Richard

Downs, Diana
Durley, Cheryl

Dutton, Michael
F..d.wards, Gerald

Elchensehr, John
1-~lliott m, James
Emory, Max
Fagan, Patrick
Fairbanks, Jeffrey
Fankhauser, Phillip
Fish, John
Gallagher, R. Mike
Geckeler, Jack
Hackman, Bradley
Marold, Michael
Harr, Steven
Harris, John

Huhlin, Jr., John
'-ichottenstein, Joseph
Sharon, Richard
Shoop, Richard
Sims, Edward
Smith, Galo/
Smith, Jennings
Smith, Philip
st.archer, Gary
Swinehart, Frank
Thorne, James
Thornberry, Berlis
Van Dyke, Danny

Hobinson, Haymon
Hucker, Wilson
Russell, William
Hutter, Melvin
Ryan, Jr. John
Sampson, GleM
Schaefer, David
Schmitz, Hobert
saver, Thomas
Silcott, Jack
Smith, Harold
Smith, Hichard E.
Smith, William E.
Snyder, Ronald
Sparks, Morris
Spaur, Hodney
~ler, Ralph
stiles, Lewis
Stonerock. James
~reitenberger, Harold
Sykes, Gerald
Turner, Lawrence
Turner, Marcia
Vance, Chester
Weber, Richard
Wilks, Eugene
Wright, George
Yonker, Robert
Ziegenbusch, June
Smith, Larry L.
Van Bloom. Gey

Dickson, Don
omosario, PhiliJ>
Dishong, Hichard
Eberhardt, Ulrich
Estell, Hichard
Evans, James
Evans, Hobert
Feil, Jack
Finnerty, Edward
Flynn, Gary
Fousnaught, Craig
Gilbert, Charles
Goebbel, Paul
Gooding, Harold
Griffith, Randall
Gutkowski, Raymond
Harris, Richard
Harstine, Donald
Hauser, Richard
Haverkos, Jerome
Heilman, Fred
Heuser, Diane
Heyder, Albert
HUI, James M.
Hodge, Jerri
Hoover, Lawrence
Kane, Carol
Karrick, Gordon
Knlttl, Karl
Kubik, Milan
Lambert, Jerry
~ley, George
Lemoncelli, Edmund

Wade, John

Waldron, Gary
Weatherby, Byron
Welch, Gerald
Werner, John
Wesley, Hichard
Wetzel, Jr., Robert
Whitaker, Honald
White, Tim
Whitley, Willis
Wiebusch, Michael
Wiley, James
Willett, Cheryl
WUliams, Richard
Yank, Thomas
Zapp, Larry
Ziegler, John
Huff, William
Hutchison, David
Thompson, Hufus
Tschanen, William

Full Time
Tech. Institute

McClary, Jerry

Avery, Thomas
Burton, Paul
Edwards, Thomas
Enyart, Daniel
McGiMis, Terry
Park, Clyde
Sadeski, George
Sadeski, Joseph
Senter, Bobby
Urton, John

McMillen, 'J'OOmas
Mack, Myron
Manson, Harold
Mathews, Richard
Maurer, Jr., Ralph
Mayes, Guy
Mayfield, John
Middleton, Gary
Millisor, Richard
Montoney, John
Neeley, William
Neubauer, Andrew
Oddi, Vincent
Oyster, Eugene
Parkoorst, Curtis
Poston, Jaime
Pritchard, Thomas

Part Time Gen. College
Atkinson, Michaei
Bailey, Julian
Baul1Wll1, Daniel
Bishop, Richard
Blair, Ivan
Brown, Dave
Burke, George
Bussard, Patrick
Callaghan, Judy
Carpenter, James
Chappelear, Douglas
Coss, Hoger
Cozart, Joseph
Custer, Ross

Detamore, Ronald

The eighth annual KENLEY PLAYERS season opens Tuesday
June 11, with JULIET PROWSE starring in the musical, "Irma La
Douce."
PLAYHOUSE-ON-THE-GREEN, located north f1 Worthington,
will begin its 14th year f1 summer stock with a two-week run of the
comedy, "The Best Man," by GORE VIDAL. Following "The Best
Man" is EDWARD ALBREE'S "Everything in the Garden," for one
week beginni1'r June 24.
BILL MAXTED and his crew will play at Mike Flesch's Grandview Inn for four weeks beginning Thursday~ June 27, BILL SUTCLIFF, bass player with MAXTED, has toored with SAMMY DAV1S
JR., DIZZY GILLESPIE, MATT MONROE, JOHNNY DANKWORTH,
and TED HEATH.
THE CYfTERBEIN COLLEGE THEATER, in its second seasonf1
summer operation, will include two EDWARD ALBEE one-acts, "The
American Dream," and "The Zoo story," July 2-6.
JOHNNY CARSON, BOB HOPE, and ED AMES are the likely
candidates for the three major headliners at this years omo SfATE
FAJR. A formal released. confirmation should be forthc~ from
Fair Manager Jerry Kaltenbach.
THE ROBBS are coming to the SUGAR SHACK this June.

FOCUS

Part Time
Tech. Institute
McDonald, James
Six, William
Baker, Thomas
Frey, William
Krivda, Patrick

Susan Marlowe
When the Franklin coed isn't

coediilr she bowls, sings, swims,
golfs, plays the piano and just
plain likes people -- and it's a
good thing she does, because
she works in the main c1fice at
Franklin -- works for and with
students, instructors and administrators. She is Susan Marlowe -- Susie to friends -- the
tall dark haired girl whose "rmgers are crossed" about marriage and who is working toward
an Associate Bachelor -- of Business Administration, or course.
A quotable quote -- "most
students cA general day and night
colleges want accredition. -Most students who must work
might not be able to if accre-

rrhe Columbus Symphony
SEASON TICKETS
AT SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
NOW ON SALE.
Phone: 224-3291
100 East Broad Street

dition were obtained. -- Regardless f1 a students frustration
there is something to learn at
Franklin -- it's a good business
university."
Somebody better tell Susanyoo
can't slip a ~ oo a crossed
finger.
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